Digital Transformation Doesn’t Happen Overnight. Moving to cloud services is inevitable. To streamline the journey, your IT team needs a reliable support experience coupled with the flexibility to introduce new workforce capabilities.

Are you ready to migrate to the cloud?

The Business Case for Cloud Migration.

Beyond a Buzzword
As enterprises continue to digitally transform, operating a combination of internal and cloud-based services is the new normal.

Risk of Falling Behind
In today’s fast-paced, virtual environments, face-to-face meetings in physical offices are becoming a thing of the past—making instant collaboration imperative.

Get More Value, Faster
Business unified communications tools have evolved to include new capabilities and a greater variety of management options, but end-to-end solutions still have their advantages.

CIOs and IT leaders will invest:

- **$43B by 2020**
- **75%**

Unified communications end user spending is projected to grow from $38.2 billion in 2016 to $43B in 2020 (in current U.S. dollars).¹

**Of S&P 500** incumbents that fail to digitally adapt their businesses may be gone by 2027.²

Benefits of a Lumen Managed Solution:

- **A single vendor to hold accountable with global SLAs**
- **Pay-as-you-go pricing models**
- **No upfront capital investments or long-term commitments**
- **End-to-end, 24/7 user and network support that frees IT resources to focus on mission-critical work**

Amazon Chime Delivered by Lumen

Amazon Chime delivered by Lumen seamlessly integrates into existing enterprise communications environments to support increased workplace productivity without capex—while maximizing an organization’s effectiveness, resources and adaptability as their business grows.

Learn more about how to take advantage of these benefits at lumen.com
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